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IRC: International Rescue Committee
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COMMUNICATION

CHAPTER

LESSON 5A

THE BASICS OF COMMUNICATION

Brief Description
In this lesson, girls will learn about nonverbal communication, the importance of listening, and how
to manage feelings of stress.1

Purpose
Girls are able to read nonverbal body language and to understand how listening can help them
better communicate and protect themselves. Girls also can cope with feelings of stress in a
healthy and productive way.

Learning Objectives
77 Girls learn how to distinguish different emotions based on nonverbal cues.
77 Girls know the signs of not listening and experience what it is like to be not listened to.
77 Girls can identify the signs of stress and learn how to manage stress in an appropriate way.

Facilitator Preparation2
For the Warm-Up Activity, write the following
emotions on individual slips of paper: anger,
sadness, depression, confusion, happiness,
excitement, shyness, rejection, fear,
disappointment, stress, and exhaustion. These
pieces of paper together make one set of
“emotion choices” to be used in the activity.
Prepare one set of “emotion choices” for each
group (each group should have 4–6 girls, so
you will need to calculate how many groups are
needed to prepare for this activity based on
the number of girls in your Club). Each set of
emotion choices can be placed in a container
of some kind, and each slip of paper should
be folded so that the girls cannot see what is
written on the paper.

Materials Needed
• Small pieces of paper (can be torn
from a larger piece of paper)
• Marker or thick pen
• Chalkboard and chalk, or large piece
of paper and thick pen or marker for
Facilitator
• Tape, paste, string, or some kind of
adhesive (to paste paper onto wall)
• Several containers (bucket, hat, bag)
to hold the emotion choice papers for
the Warm-Up activity (see Facilitator
Preparation for details)

1 As noted in the Girls’ Club Start-Up Guide, if you are using this Handbook to organize and operate Boys’ Clubs or coeducational Clubs, simply substitute or add in “boys” wherever “girls” are mentioned.
2 Prior to the start of each lesson, you should read the entire lesson, make sure you clearly understand the topic to be discussed and how to run the
activities, and verify that you have the materials needed for the lesson. Additional preparation specific to this lesson, if any, is included in this Lesson Plan.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome! (5 minutes)
Begin the Club session with the song or dance your Club created in Lesson 1A.3

Warm-Up Activity: How Am I Feeling? (20 minutes)4
This warm-up activity is adapted from the Population Council’s Health and Life Skills Curriculum for the Adolescent Girls
Initiative–Kenya (AGI–K) and the Peace Corps Health and HIV Life Skills Manual.5

Introduce this chapter’s topic, communication:
For the next few lessons, we will be talking about
communication. What do you think communication
is, girls?
Allow the girls to answer, then continue, and add:
Communication is how we share information or
ideas with other people. This can be through verbal
communication, such as talking, or nonverbal
communication, such as our body language. Today
we are going to explore nonverbal communication
and how we receive communication (in other words,
how we listen).
Divide the girls into groups of 4–6 and give each group one set of “emotion choices,” as described in the Facilitator Preparation above. The girls in each group should take turns randomly drawing one slip of paper from the
container holding the emotion choices. After a girl draws a slip, she should silently act out the emotion on that
slip for the rest of the girls in her group, who should then guess which emotion she is acting out.6
After 5–10 minutes, bring the girls back together to discuss what they learned from the activity. Some possible
discussion questions include:
◊

How did you know which emotion the actor was acting out?

◊

What are some common gestures we use to communicate our emotions?

◊

Why do people sometimes use nonverbal communication instead of verbal communication?

◊

Is it possible not to use nonverbal communication?

◊

Can nonverbal communication contradict verbal communication?

3 For ideas of welcome activities, see Annex 1.
4 For a full list of warm-up activities, see Annex 2.
5 Population Council, Health and Life Skills Curriculum for the Adolescent Girls Initiative–Kenya (AGI–K) (Nairobi: Population Council, 2015), 31, https://www.
popcouncil.org/uploads/pdfs/2015PGY_AGI-K_HealthLifeCurriculum_Kibera.pdf; and Peace Corps Office of Global Health and HIV, Health and HIV Life
Skills Manual (Peace Corps Office of Overseas Programming and Training Support, September 2016), 23, https://www.scribd.com/document/356257817/
Peace-Corps-Health-and-HIV-Life-Skills-Manual-Office-of-Global-Health-and-HIV-OGHH-Revised-September-2016-Publication-M0063-Life-SkillsManual.
6 If you have girls in your Club who have limited reading or writing skills, be sure to adapt activities in this chapter by using drawing or symbols, instead
of writing, and you should read out loud anything directed to be read by the girls, so that the activity can be done verbally.
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Activity 1: You Are Not Listening! (20 minutes)
This activity is adapted from FHI 360’s Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India and South
African Medical Research Council GHRU’s Stepping Stones, South African Adaptation.7

Say:
Another important aspect of communication is listening. We all do a lot of talking, and I bet that when you
are talking, you are probably talking to someone who you hope is listening to you, right? Listening is a very
important part of communication, because if the person you are talking to is not listening, then what you are
saying has little or even no meaning. Listening is also very important in resolving conflict. How do you know if
another person is not listening?
Allow the girls to answer and write their answers on the chalkboard or on a large sheet of paper.
The girls’ answers may include saying that the other person:
◊

Interrupts to change the subject or to talk about themselves

◊

Looks away

◊

Looks at his or her watch or phone

◊

Starts talking to someone else

◊

Begins to do something else

◊

Walks away

◊

Does not stop the work she/he is already doing

◊

Looks bored

◊

Says he/she will be back in a minute and does not come back

Thank the girls for their answers, and explain the next part of the activity:
Each of you will find a partner. Once you have a partner, choose who will be the listener first, and who will
be the speaker. The speaker will talk to the listener about something that is very important to the speaker.
The listener will not listen, by engaging in one of the non-listening behaviors we just discussed and that are
written here. [Point to the chalkboard or paper where these behaviors are recorded.] Then in a few
minutes, I will tell you to switch roles. Go!
Support the girls in finding a partner. Then give them 2 minutes to carry out the activity, before instructing them
to switch roles. After both girls have played both roles, bring everyone back together again.
Discuss the following questions:
77 How did it feel to speak to another person who was clearly not listening?
77 Do these situations happen to you in your life? If they do, are you usually the speaker or the listener?
77 What could happen if you do not listen when others speak?

7 FHI 360 and IMPACT, Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India (FHI 360 and IMPACT, October 2007), Module 3, 4–6,
https://www.k4health.org/sites/default/files/life_skill_education_toolkit_2011.pdf; and Rachel Jewkes, Mzikazi Nduna, and Nwabisa Jama, Stepping Stones,
South African Adaptation (Pretoria, South Africa: South African Medical Research Council GHRU, 2002), 20, https://www.whatworks.co.za/documents/
publications/86-stepping-stones-training-manual/file.
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Activity 2: Dealing with Stress (15 minutes)
This activity is adapted from the Peace Corps Health and HIV Life Skills Manual.8

Introduce this next activity:
Now we are going to talk about something a little different from listening. We are going to talk about stress.
What is stress, and what are some symptoms of feeling stress?
Allow the girls to answer and discuss, making sure that the following points are mentioned:
◊

Stress can be defined as the body’s reaction to a change that requires a physical, mental, or emotional
adjustment or response.

◊

If you are stressed, you may experience feelings of anxiety, irritability, fear, moodiness, or
embarrassment. You may have thoughts of self-criticism, difficulty concentrating or making decisions,
forgetfulness or mental disorganization, preoccupation with the future, repetitive thoughts,
or fear of failure.

◊

Feeling stress may lead you to stutter; have difficulty speaking; cry; yell at friends or family;
grind your teeth or clench your jaw; act impulsively; laugh nervously; begin or increase smoking
cigarettes, drinking alcohol, or taking drugs; be more prone to accidents; or it may increase
or decrease your appetite.

◊

Feeling stress (also informally termed, “being stressed”) also may have physical manifestations,
including tight muscles, cold or sweaty hands, stomach aches, headaches, shaking hands, pounding
heart, dry mouth, fatigue, rapid breathing, sleep problems, or back or neck aches.9

After discussing what stress is and what it looks like to feel stress, ask the girls to brainstorm aloud some ways
to cope with stress. You can use the following table as a reference, closely adapted with permission from
the Peace Corps: 10

COPING WITH STRESS
Take a deep breath!: Stress often causes us to breathe shallowly, and this almost always causes more stress! Try
taking a minute to slow down and breathe deeply.
Talk it out: Keeping feelings inside can increase stress. Sharing your feelings with a friend, family member,

teacher, or church leader can help you see your problem in a new way. Even if it is slightly embarrassing, asking for
help soon after a problem occurs may help you avoid serious problems later. Writing down thoughts and feelings
can also help clarify the situation and give you a new perspective.

Take a “minute vacation”: You cannot always run away, but you can dream. Take a moment to close your eyes
and imagine a place where you feel relaxed and comfortable. Notice all the details of your chosen place, including
pleasant sounds, smells, and temperature.

(continued)

8 Peace Corps Office of Global Health and HIV, Health and HIV Life Skills Manual, 145–47.
9 Same as previous footnote, 145–46.
10 Same as previous footnote, 147.
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(Coping With Stress, continued)

Pay attention to physical comfort: Be as physically comfortable as the situation will allow. Wear comfortable
clothing. If it’s too hot, go somewhere where it’s not. If your chair is uncomfortable, move. Do not wait until your
discomfort turns into a real problem.

Get physical: When you feel nervous, angry, or upset, release the pressure through exercise or physical activity.

Try to find something you enjoy, and make regular time for it. This can be anything from playing a game with
friends to doing some regular physical work that you like. Running, walking, or dancing can be done anywhere.
Working in the garden, cleaning, or playing with younger children can relieve stress, relax you, and energize you!
Remember, your body and mind work together.

Take care of your body: Healthy eating and adequate sleep fuel your mind as well as your body. Avoid eating too
much caffeine and sugar. Well-nourished bodies are better able to cope with stress, so eat well.

Laugh: Maintain your sense of humor, including the ability to laugh at yourself. Share jokes and funny stories with
your friends. Laughter is good for you!
Manage your time: Plan ahead. Make a realistic schedule for yourself and include time for stress reduction.
Trying to take care of everything at once can seem overwhelming. Instead, make a list of what you have to do, then
do one thing at a time, checking them off as they are completed. Do the most important or unpleasant ones first;
then the rest of your day will be less stressful. Recognize when you are most stressed, and allow yourself some
reasonable breaks, like taking a walk or otherwise changing your scenery.
Know your limits: A major source of stress is people’s efforts to control things over which they have little or
no power. When in a stressful situation, ask yourself: Is this my problem? If it isn’t, leave it alone. If it is, can you
resolve it now? Once the problem is settled, leave it alone. Do not agonize over the decision, and try to accept
situations you cannot change. There are many circumstances in life beyond your control.
Must you always be right?: Do you get upset when things don’t go your way? Consider cooperation or
compromise, rather than confrontation. It may reduce the strain and help everyone feel more comfortable.

Have a good cry: Big boys and girls do cry. A good cry during stressful times can be a healthy way to bring relief

to your stress and may prevent a headache or other physical consequences of stress. However, crying daily can
be a sign of depression.

Look for the good things around you: It is easy to see only the negative when you are stressed. Your thoughts
can become like a pair of very dark glasses, allowing little light or joy into your life. Commit yourself to actively
noticing five good things around you, like positive or enjoyable moments or interactions.

Wrap-Up Activity (3 minutes)11
Invite the girls to adopt some of the stress-coping techniques that you created together, and ask a few girls to
share which ones they are promising to do in their lives. Thank the girls for listening and for participating in
today’s activity!

11

For a full list of wrap-up activities, see Annex 3.
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LESSON 5B

AGGRESSIVE, PASSIVE,
AND ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION

Brief Description
Today’s lesson introduces the concepts of aggressive,
passive, and assertive communication and allows the
girls to practice assertive communication.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is to equip the girls with
powerful communication skills that can enable them
to express their thoughts and feelings, request support
when needed, and protect themselves.

Materials Needed
• Chalkboard and chalk, or large piece
of paper and thick pen or marker for
Facilitator
• Marker or thick pen
• Tape, paste, string, or some kind of
adhesive (to paste paper onto wall)

Learning Objectives
77 Girls can identify aggressive, passive, and assertive
communication styles.
77 Girls know how to use “I Feel” statements to
communicate assertively.

Facilitator Preparation
None specific to this lesson.

LESSON INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome! (5 minutes)
Begin the Club session with the song or dance your Club created in Lesson 1A.

Warm-Up Activity: Telephone (10 minutes)
Introduce today’s warm-up activity:
We are going to start today with an activity related to our last Club session on listening!
Have all girls sit or stand in a line or circle. Whisper a sentence in the ear of the first girl. She will then whisper the
same sentence (what she heard you say) to the next girl. Then that next girl will whisper what she heard to the
girl after her, and so on, until the sentence makes it to the very last girl. The very last girl should then say what she
heard out loud. Usually what the last person heard is completely different from the original sentence!
Tell the girls what the original sentence was, and say:
See how difficult listening can be? It is completely normal that you each heard different things. This shows us
how careful we have to be with our communication, to make sure that the other person understood what we
said and what we meant to say.
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Activity 1: Aggressive, Passive, and Assertive Communication (25 minutes)
This activity is adapted from South African Medical Research Council GHRU’s Stepping Stones, South African Adaptation,
FHI 360’s Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India, and the Population Council’s Health and Life
Skills Curriculum for the Adolescent Girls Initiative–Kenya (AGI–K).12

Explain:
Today we are going to talk about several different styles of communication: aggressive, passive, and
assertive. To begin this discussion, I will say the same sentence in these 3 different styles of communication.
The phrase you will say is, “Where are you going?” First,
say it aggressively, which could mean saying it in a loud,
angry voice while glaring at the girls and shaking your
fists. Next, say it passively, which could mean saying it
softly, as you gaze down and make your body small, with
shoulders hunched. Lastly, say it assertively in a clear,
confident voice, while standing up straight and looking
at the girls. Then, have the girls guess which example
was which style of communication. Say:
Now that you have an idea what these 3 different
styles of communication look like, let’s learn more
about each of these communication styles, starting
with aggressive communication. What are some
characteristics of aggressive communication?
Write these answers on the chalkboard or on a large piece of paper (be sure to leave room for the other 2 kinds of
communication, as you will do this same activity for each communication style). Some possible answers include:
◊

Shouting

◊

Nagging someone

◊

Frowning

◊

◊

Speaking ill of or complaining about
someone else

Taking revenge on someone, such as saying,
“I’ll get you back!”

◊

Threatening

◊

Talking about someone else behind their back

◊

Correcting or insulting another person

◊

Shaking or pointing fingers or clenched fists
at someone

◊

Insisting that you are right and the
other person is wrong

◊

Physically showing, threatening, or using force

The most important aspect of aggressive communication is that when someone is using this kind of communication, that person has no regard for the other person’s feelings or thoughts. Invite the girls to stand up and say,
“Where are you going?” in an aggressive way, so that they start to understand this style of communication.

12 Jewkes, Nduna, and Jama, Stepping Stones, 79–82; FHI 360 and IMPACT, Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India, Module
3, 15–16; and Population Council, Health and Life Skills Curriculum for the Adolescent Girls Initiative, 118.
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Repeat the same exercise for passive communication, and invite the girls to repeat the same phrase using passive
communication. Some possible answers for what passive communication looks like include:
◊

Speaking in a low or quiet tone

◊

Giggling

◊

Using a hesitant voice

◊

Hiding your face or mouth with your hands

◊

Fidgeting

◊

Pouting or sulking

◊

Pretending you did not hear

◊

Making weak excuses, such as you forgot you had to do something, or you are sick

◊

Staying silent

◊

Not making eye contact

◊

Sagging or shrugging shoulders

◊

Slouching your shoulders or back, and generally making your body smaller

◊

Being polite when you actually feel angry or hurt

The most important aspect of passive communication is that you are (a) not expressing what you really want to
say, (b) hoping that you get what you want without saying it, or (c) letting others decide for you.
Last, discuss what assertive communication looks like. Possible answers may include:
◊

Standing firmly and with good posture

◊

Speaking with a clear, confident, and firm (but not rude or angry) voice

◊

Making eye contact

◊

Using strong but not challenging body language

◊

Listening to others

◊

Answering respectfully, while expressing your actual thoughts or feelings

Assertive communication delivers a message or information respectfully and honestly by expressing your
feelings, without hurting or putting down the other person.
Conclude the activity by discussing:
77 Can you tell us a few examples from your life where you saw aggressive communication being used?
Passive communication? Assertive communication?
77 Which kind of communication do you think will help you achieve your goals and enable you to do the
things you want to accomplish in your life?
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Activity 2: “I Feel” Statements (15 minutes)
This activity is adapted from South African Medical Research Council GHRU’s Stepping Stones, South African Adaptation.13

Say:
Now that we have discussed these 3 styles of communication, let’s practice assertive communication, so
that we can clearly and respectfully share our thoughts and feelings without hurting others. One effective
assertive communication method is to use what we call “I Feel” statements. “I Feel” sentences allow you to
express your thoughts out loud without blaming the other person, they make the other person more likely to
listen to you, and they make it possible to have an actual conversation. “I Feel” sentences have a very simple
structure (you may wish to write this on the chalkboard or on a piece of paper):
1. Action: “When…”

3. Reasons: “because…”

2. My Response: “I feel…”

4. Suggestion: “What I’d like is…”

For example: When you tease me because I do not want to drink alcohol and have sex with you, I feel hurt
and sad because I do not feel accepted or respected by you. What I would like is for you to respect my feelings
about alcohol and sex and to stop teasing me.
Divide the girls into pairs, and instruct each girl to pick a situation she is struggling with that involves another
person. Each girl should then create an “I Feel” statement that demonstrates assertive communication by
allowing her to state her feelings or thoughts respectfully and honestly. Her partner should coach her in making
the statement clear and free from blame. Allow the girls to practice for 5 minutes. Then bring everyone back
together, and ask a few girls to share their statements. Close the activity by asking the girls:
How could using “I Feel” statements make a difference in your life?

Wrap-Up Activity: Walk Around (5 minutes)
Invite the girls to walk around the room and to share with at least 3 people what they learned today about communication.

LESSON 5C

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Brief Description
In this lesson, girls will learn how to deal with feelings of anger and how to resolve conflicts
between or among people.

Purpose
Girls are able to control their anger and resolve conflict in a productive and safe way.

Learning Objectives
77 Girls learn simple coping mechanisms for dealing with their own feelings of anger.
77 Girls understand the peacemaking rules and the core values in conflict resolution and are
able to employ those in interacting with others among whom there seems to be conflict.
13

Jewkes, Nduna, and Jama, Stepping Stones, 83–85.
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Facilitator Preparation

77 Write the 4 skit scenarios for Activity 2 on a large piece of paper
or on the chalkboard. If you choose to write on the chalkboard, be
sure to leave room on the board for writing during Activities 1 and
2. Here are the scenarios, closely adapted with permission from
the Peace Corps:14
*

Daniel is upset because his mother told him he was not allowed
to go to a football match with his friends on Saturday afternoon,
even though he had already made plans with his friends. What
should Daniel say to his mother?

*

Alice has a big exam at school on Friday. On Thursday
afternoon, she realizes that she is not well prepared for the
exam and is worried that she will not pass. Her sister wants
Alice to help her make dinner, but Alice wants to study. What
should Alice do?

*

Isaac notices that his friend Joseph is wearing the jacket that
was stolen from him last week. Joseph tells him that another
friend let him borrow the jacket. How should Isaac talk
to Joseph?

*

Margaret stopped seeing her boyfriend George. Now he is
telling other boys at school that they had sex, even though
it is not true. What should Margaret say to George?

Materials Needed
• Chalkboard and chalk,
or large piece of paper
and thick pen or marker
for Facilitator
• Tape, paste, string,
or some kind of
adhesive (to paste
paper onto wall)

LESSON INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome! (5 minutes)
Begin the Club session with the song or dance your Club created in Lesson 1A.

Warm-Up Activity: Resistance (10 minutes)
This warm-up activity is adapted from the South African Medical Research Council GHRU’s Stepping Stones, South African
Adaptation.15

Introduce today’s lesson and warm-up activity:
We have been talking for the last few lessons about communication. While we always want to communicate
respectfully, sometimes conflicts do arise. Today we will talk about how to deal with conflict.
Ask the girls to form 2 lines facing each other across the Club space, and ask each girl to pair up with a girl from
the other line. Each pair of girls should touch their palms together. Choose one line to be “Line 1” and the other
line to be “Line 2.” In the first round, the girls in Line 1 will push against the girls in Line 2 with only their palms,

14
15

Peace Corps Office of Global Health and HIV, Health and HIV Life Skills Manual, 154.
Jewkes, Nduna, and Jama, Stepping Stones, 78.
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and the girls in Line 2 can respond in whatever way they like. Do this for 30–60 seconds. Then ask the 2 groups
to switch, so the girls in Line 2 are pushing against the girls in Line 1 with their palms, and the girls in Line 1 can
react however they would like. Do that for 30–60 seconds. Then ask the girls to return to their seats. Discuss the
following questions:
◊

How did you respond when the other person was pushing against you?

◊

When someone pushes you, do you push back, or do you give up?

◊

How does this relate to situations that happen in your life?

Activity 1: Dealing with Anger (15 minutes)
This activity is adapted from the Peace Corps Health and HIV Life Skills Manual.16

Say:
Sometimes when there is conflict, one or more persons involved is/are angry. We are going to talk about the
emotion we call anger and about how to deal with feelings of anger.
Explain the following introductory text about anger, reprinted here with permission from the Peace Corps:17
Anger is a completely normal, usually healthy, human emotion that ranges from mild irritation to intense
rage. When it gets out of control and turns destructive, it can lead to problems. Like other emotions, it causes
physical changes. When you get angry, your heart rate, blood pressure, and [adrenaline] levels go up.18 You
could be angry at a specific person or event. Worrying about personal problems or remembering traumatic
events can also cause you to feel angry. Anger is a natural, adaptive response to threats and inspires
powerful, often aggressive, feelings and behaviors, which allow us to defend ourselves when attacked. A
certain amount of anger is necessary for survival. We cannot, however, physically attack every person or
object that irritates or annoys us.

16 Peace Corps Office of Global Health and HIV, Health and HIV Life Skills Manual, 148–49.
17 Same as previous footnote, 148.
18 Adrenaline is a hormone our bodies release when we are afraid or sense danger. It speeds up your heart rate and starts other changes that prepare
the body to handle an emergency. (Definition derived from WebMD.)
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Ask the girls the following question:
What are some inappropriate expressions of anger?
Some possible answers may include physically abusing yourself or someone else, yelling, lashing out at others,
name-calling, bullying, or damaging physical property.
Say:
There are also many appropriate and productive ways to deal with anger. What are some appropriate
expressions of anger or appropriate ways to deal with anger?
Write the answers the girls say on the chalkboard or on a large piece of paper. You may use this table of anger
management techniques for reference, closely adapted here with permission from the Peace Corps:19

ANGER MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
Ask yourself if this will matter 10 years from now. Chances are you will see things from a calmer perspective.
Tell yourself, “It is frustrating, and it is understandable that I am upset about it, but it is not the end of the world,
and getting angry is not going to fix anything.”

Have you ever done the same thing to someone else, even if by accident? Do you get angry at yourself? Ask
yourself if the person did it on purpose. In many cases, you will see that they were just careless or in a rush, and
really did not mean you any harm.

Remind yourself that getting angry is not going to fix anything, and that it will not make you feel better (and may
actually make you feel worse).

Try counting to 10 before saying anything. This may not address the anger directly, but it can minimize the
damage you will do while you are angry. Or try counting to 10 with a deep slow breath between each number.
Deep breathing helps people relax.

Imagine a relaxing experience. Close your eyes, and travel there in your mind. Make it your anger-free place.
Non-strenuous physical activities, like walking, can relax your muscles and help you feel much calmer.
Give yourself time and space alone. Physically move away from situations that make you angry.

Say:
Thank you for all of your great suggestions, girls! Next time you realize you are angry, try out one of these
anger management techniques.

19

Same as previous footnote, 149.
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Chapter 5: COMMUNICATION

Activity 2: Conflict Resolution (10 minutes)
This activity is adapted from the Peace Corps Health and HIV Life Skills Manual.20

Explain:
Now that we have learned to deal with our anger, let’s talk about dealing with conflict. When there is a
conflict between 2 people, and you are trying to resolve it, what are some things you should not do?
Answers may include name-calling, accusing, insulting, interrupting, ignoring, using sarcasm, threatening, stereotyping (statements which label people and make them angry/resentful), judging, blaming, stating opinions as fact,
expecting someone to read your mind, hitting, punching, slapping, or screaming. Thank the girls for their answers
and say:
These different actions you named are also called “communication blockers” because they block
communication between people. This kind of behavior may make people angrier or even more upset, making
it more difficult to resolve the conflict. Now let’s discuss some of the things you can do to resolve the conflict.
Some of these may even be things we have learned in the Club! What actions or behaviors can you use to
resolve conflict?
Write the girls’ answers on the chalkboard or on a large piece of paper. Then share with the girls the following
peacemaking rules and conflict resolution values, reprinted from the Peace Corps (you could also write these
on the chalkboard or a large piece of paper):21

Peacemaking Rules

Core Values in Conflict Resolution

1. Identify the problem.
2. Focus on the problem, not the person.
3. Attack the problem, not the person.
4. Listen with an open mind.
5. Treat the other person’s feelings with respect.
6. Take responsibility for your own actions.

1. Cooperation
2. Affirmation
3. Empowerment
4. Neutrality
5. Confidentiality

Wrap-Up Activity: Let’s Resolve It! (20 minutes)
This activity is adapted from the Peace Corps Health and HIV Life Skills Manual.22

Give the girls the following instructions:
Now that we have learned so many techniques for resolving conflict, let’s practice them by acting out
a few skits!
Divide the girls into pairs. Assign each pair of girls one of the scenarios you wrote on the chalkboard or on large
pieces of paper, as outlined in the Facilitator Preparation for this lesson. You will be assigning multiple pairs to
the same scenarios, as there are only 4 scenarios. Give the girls 10 minutes to prepare their skits. Then, bring
everyone back together, and choose one pair to act out each of the scenarios.
20
21
22

Same as previous footnote, 154–56.
Same as previous footnote, 155.
Same as previous footnote, 154.
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